WHAT WE DEMAND

We demand that education about gender violence be a continuous learning and training process throughout college.

We demand campus wide dialogue among faculty, students and staff addressing the ways the University of Richmond has failed survivors of gender violence.

We demand a more streamlined way of reporting student concerns such as an anonymous form available to all students where they can report instances of gender violence.

We demand more supportive services, information and discussion for LGBTQ+ students as it relates to the prevention of interpersonal violence and aftercare.

We demand that the faculty and staff receive training on how to identify, prevent and address gender based violence.
CAMPUS RESOURCES

Survivor and Ally Healing Pottery Workshop,
Tuesday April 17, 7-9:30pm, THC 348.
Register at Wellness.richmond.edu

ON CAMPUS CONFIDENTIAL RESOURCES:
CAPS - (804)-289-8119
CHAPLAINCY - (804)-289-8500
PSMAS - PSMA@RICHMOND.EDU
SM EDUCATION & PREVENTION -
(804)-289-8654

SAFE HARBOUR ADVOCATE - (804)-801-6251
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER - (804)-289-8700

ON CAMPUS NON-CONFIDENTIAL RESOURCES:
URPD - (804)-289-8911
COMMON GROUND - (804)-484-1652
RC DEAN'S OFFICE - (804)-289-8061
WC DEAN'S OFFICE - (804)-289-8468
TITLE IX DEPUTY COORDINATOR -
(804)-289-8464

OFF CAMPUS RESOURCES:
THE GREATER RICHMOND REGIONAL HOTLINE *AVAILABLE 24/7* - (804)-612-6126
SAFE HARBOR - (804)-249-9470
THE VIRGINIA ANTI-VIOLENCE PROJECT
LGBTQ PARTNER ABUSE AND SEXUAL
ASSAULT HELPLINE - (866)-356-6998
ST. MARY'S HOSPITAL - (804)-285-2011
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY
(VCU) MEDICAL CENTER - (804)-828-9000